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By Liz Mugavero

Kensington Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Icing on the Corpse, Liz
Mugavero, Kristan "Stan" Connor is thrilled to be invited to the Groundhog Day festivities in quirky
Frog Ledge, Connecticut. Her organic, home-baked pet treats are a big hit at the annual
celebration, though an important guest is curiously absent . . . When Helga Oliver, the town's elderly
historian, is found crumpled in the basement of the Historical Museum, the close-knit town is
devastated. But after some tenacious digging, Stan discovers Helga was pushed down the stairs--
and that this picture-perfect New England town may hide some dark secrets . . . Stan's dogged
determination reveals Helga's ties to an unsolved death in 1948 . . . but how does that connect to
Adrian Fox, who's just arrived in town to shoot an episode of "Celebrity Ghost Hunters"? Stan is
going to have to be very careful in chasing down the killer--if she wants to live to see another winter
. . . Includes Gourmet Pet Food Recipes!.
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD

Completely among the finest book I have actually read through. It is probably the most remarkable book we have study. I discovered this book from my
dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Geor g ia na  Pa cocha-- Geor g ia na  Pa cocha
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